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Abstract 
In this research paper, we have found out (1) Bharatha’s lagna position (angle in degrees) and his time 
birth (2) Bharatha’s astro transit chart at the time of his wedding along with dasa and its effects (3) 
Reasons for transfer of power to Bharatha by King Dasaratha (4) Effects of various mahadasas, 
antardasas, pratyantardasas and sookshmantardasas on Bharatha during these events. With the help of 
Brihat Parashara Hora Shastra and Sage Valmiki’s Ramayana we have drawn several conclusions 
regarding these. 
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Introduction 
Sage Valmiki in his epic Ramayana explained planetary positions in the birth chart of Lord 
Shri Ram but precise positions of those planets were not given.  
Akkinapragada et al [1, 2] reported Sun’s precise position in Lord Shri Ram’s birth chart based 
on tithi and angle between Sun and Moon in Chaitra month (from Padyami tithi start to 
Asthami tithi end) and further corroborated it with Dasa ‘Varga Classifications’ and 
Descriptions.  
Akkinapragada et al [3, 4] reported precise position of Moon in Lord Shri Ram’s birth chart, by 
comparing Effects of first house from Brihat Samhita Hora Sastra slokas with Lord Shri Ram’s 
characteristics as detailed in Sage Valmiki’s Ramayana and further corroborated it with Dasa 
‘Varga Classifications’ and Descriptions. 
Akkinapragada et al [5, 6] reported precise position of Mars by comparing Ruchaka yoga’s 
features mentioned in Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra with Lord Shri Ram’s characteristics as 
detailed in Sage Valmiki’s Ramayana and further corroborated it with Dasa ‘Varga 
Classifications’ and Descriptions.  
Akkinapragada et al [7, 8] reported precise position of Jupiter by comparing Hamsa (Hansa) 
yoga’s features mentioned in Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra with Lord Shri Ram’s characteristics 
as detailed by Sage Valmiki in his Ramayana and further corroborated it with Dasa ‘Varga 
Classifications’ and Descriptions.  
Akkinapragada et al [9, 10] reported precise position of Venus by comparing Malavya yoga 
features mentioned in Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra with Lord Shri Ram’s characteristics as 
detailed by Sage Valmiki in his Ramayana and further corroborated it with Dasa ‘Varga 
Classifications’ and Descriptions.  
Akkinapragada et al [11, 12] reported precise position of Saturn by comparing Sasa yoga’s 
features mentioned in Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra with Lord Shri Ram’s characteristics as 
detailed by Sage Valmiki in his Ramayana and further corroborated it with Dasa ‘Varga 
Classifications’ and Descriptions.  
Akkinapragada et al [13] reported precise birth time of Lord Shri Ram based on Prakasavastha 
mentioned in Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra.  
Akkinapragada et al [14, 15] gave a detailed explanation about Mercury’s absence in Lord Shri 
Ram’s birth chart. 
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Akkinapragada et al [16] gave a detailed explanation about 
placement of Rahu and Ketu in Lord Shri Ram’s birth chart. 
Akkinapragada et al [17] has discussed about effects of Jupiter 
mahadasa on Lord Sri Rama. 
Akkinapragada et al [18] has discussed about effects of Saturn, 
Ketu, Venus antardasas in Saturn mahadasa on Lord Sri Rama 
and also explored unknown facts of Lord Sri Rama’s 
childhood. 
Akkinapragada et al [19] has discussed about effects of Sun’s 
antardasa in Saturn mahadasa on Lord Sri Rama and also 
explored various facts of Lord Sri Rama’s childhood. 
Akkinapragada et al [20] has discussed about effects of Moon’s 
pratyantardasa in Moon’s antardasa in Saturn mahadasa of 
Lord Sri Rama and also explored planetary combinations that 
have led to Lord Sri Rama breaking the bow and his wedding 
with Sita Devi. 
Akkinapragada et al [21] has discussed the deadly planetary 
combination which led to Lord Sri Rama’s encounter with 
Bhaargava Rama. 
Akkinapragada et al [22] has discussed whether exalted Mars 
and Jupiter in Lord Sri Rama’s planetary transit influenced 
King Dasaratha to coronate him as prince of Ayodhya. 
Akkinapragada et al [23] has discussed about dreadful 
planetary placements paired with Sade Sati which forced Lord 
Sri Rama to go into exile. 
Akkinapragada et al [24] has discussed about planetary 
combinations that led to King Dasaratha’s death based on 
Lord Sri Rama’s astro transit chart. 
Akkinapragada et al [25] has discussed about maraka planets 
that were responsible for King Dasaratha's death based on his 
four sons astro transit charts. 

In this research paper, we would like to explore (1) 
Bharatha’s lagna position (angle in degrees) and his time birth 
(2) Bharatha’s astro transit chart at the time of his wedding 
along with dasa and its effects (3) Reasons for transfer of 
power to Bharatha by King Dasaratha (4) Effects of various 
mahadasas, antardasas, pratyantardasas and 
sookshmantardasas on Bharatha during these events.  

Method and Materials 
In Valmiki Ramayana, Bala Kanda [25], Sarga 18, Sloka 15 is 
as given below in Fig-1: 

Fig 1: Valmiki Ramayana, Bala Kanda [25], Sarga 18, Sloka 15 

The meaning of slokas in Fig-1 are as follows: “With the 
dawn of sun on the next day, fair-minded Bharata is born 
under Pisces where puSyami is the star of day, later the sons 
of Sumitra, namely Lakshmana and Shatrughna are born 
under Cancer, where aashleSa is the star of the day, i.e., the 
tenth of chaitra month”.  
Since, Lord Sri Rama was born in Abhijit lagna between 
11:51:50 am to 12:12:50 pm as per Akkinapragada et al [13], 
and Bharatha was born next day at dawn (before sunrise), we 
conclude that the time difference between the birth of Lord 
Sri Rama and Bharatha was about 18 hours (or 0.75 days) - as 
per Akkinapragada et al [25].  

Table 1: Finding average lagna degrees for Shukla Paksha Dashami in Chaitra Month from 2014-2023 

Based on Table-1, the average of all average lagnas (6th 
column) is: 7.240 and shown in Fig-2. These degrees (7.240) 
are matching with the Friday, 31st March 2023 as shown in 
Table-1. So if we consider Bharatha’s birth, he must had born 

in the window of 5:13 am - 5:54 am. On further calculating, 
we find that Bharatha must had born precisely between 5:33 
am - 5:34 am.  

Fig 2: Bharatha’s birth chart - ref to Akkinapragada et al [25] and Lagna degrees calculated as per Table-1 
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Fig 3: This chart is shows planetary positions on the wedding day for Lord Sri Rama [20] and the same is applicable to Bharatha 

Fig 4: Planetary positions of Lord Sri Rama when King Dasaratha died – ref to Akkinapragada et al [24], same the same is applicable to Bharatha 

At the time of Bharatha’s birth, Moon was in Cancer at 
13.31250 (Fig-6) along with Jupiter. In Brihat Parasara Hora 
Sastra [29], Chapter 46 (“Dasas [Periods] of Planets”) on page 
508 (see Fig-5), the following Sloka 16 is given.  

Fig 5: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 46, Sloka 16 

As per sloka in Fig-5, “To find out the remainder of the Dasa 
operating at the time of birth, first find out the expired portion 
of the Dasa of the concerned planet. This is done as follows: 
Multiply the Dasa period of the planet concerned by the 
period of stay of the Moon in the janma nakshatra that has 
expired and divide it by the total period of the stay of the 
Moon in that nakshatra. The figure in years, months etc, so 
arrived at will be the expired period of the Dasa. If this figure 
is deducted from the total period of the Dasa, we will get the 
balance of Dasa at the time of birth”. 
With reference to Fig-1, Fig-2 and Fig-5, Bharatha was born 
towards the end of Saturn (Shani) mahadasha. As per Brihat 
Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 46 (“Dasas [Periods] of 
Planets”) on page 507, slokas 12-14, average age of a human 
being is considered as 120 years and as per sloka 15, total 
tenure of Saturn’s mahadasha is 19 years and Mercury’s 

mahadasha is 17 years along with other planet’s mahadashas 
outlined there.  
Our previous research works [14, 15], discussed that planet 
Mercury was ‘not in existence’ during Ramayana Period. This 
means, we need to takeaway 17 years of Mercury from 120 
years, and proportionately scale up and distribute other 
planets mahadasha tenures (as Mercury [14, 15] was non-
existent and it’s 17 years tenure cannot be considered for 
Bharatha).  
Based on this, Saturn’s mahadasha tenure instead of 19 years 
now becomes 22.14 years for Bharatha (likewise, remaining 
planets mahadasa tenures are also calculated - see Table-1).  

Table 2: With reference to Fig-3 and Fig-4, planets mahadasa 
tenures were proportionately scaled (due to Mercury’s [14, 15] absence 

during Ramayana period) 

Planets Dasha period of planets 
with Mercury 

Dasha period of planets 
without Mercury [14, 15] 

Sun 6 years 7 years 
Moon 10 years 11.65 years 
Mars 7 years 8.15 years 

Mercury 17 years -- 
Jupiter 16 years 18.64 years 
Venus 20 years 23.30 years 
Saturn 19 years 22.14 years 
Rahu 18 years 20.97 years 
Ketu 7 years 8.15 years 
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As per Moon’s position in the birth star (number of degrees), 
the remaining time period for mahadasha of the planet 
connecting to the birth star is decided. Based on this and Fig-4 
(and subsequently also look at ‘Balance of Vimsottari Dasa 
by Longitude of Moon’ under same sloka in Brihat Parasara 
Hora Sastra [29], on page 511, remainder of Saturn’s 
mahadasha is 5 years 6 months 25.2 days, calculation is given 
below. 
In Bharatha’s birth chart, Moon’s angle is 13.31250. This 
indicates that Moon is placed on 3rd pada of Pushyami star. 
The total number of padas that passed are 4 in Cancer, which 
indicates 13.33 degrees have passed. Therefore the remaining 
angle for Moon is (13.3125 - 13.33 = 0.0175). For Pushyami 
star (Fig-3), the Saturn’s mahadasha = 22.14 years / 4 = 5.535 
years. Since the angle of the Moon for Bharatha at his birth is 
13.31250, the elapsed Saturn mahadasa is 22.14 years * 
((13.31250 - 3.333330) / 13.330) = 16.57 years. So the 

remaining Saturn mahadasa for Bharata at birth is: 5.57 years 
= 5 years 6 months 25.2 days.  
According to Akkinapragada et al [20], Lord Sri Rama’s age at 
the time of his wedding was between 11 years 11 months to 
12 years 0 months and 4 days. As Bharatha’s wedding 
happened along with Lord Sri Rama’s as per Valmiki 
Ramayana [28], Bala Kanda, Sargas 72, Sloka 11, Bharatha age 
must also be between this range as he was born just 0.75 days 
after Lord Sri Rama’s birth – refer to Fig-1 and subsequent 
explanation below it. This means, Bharatha must be 
undergoing Ketu mahadasa, as remainder of Saturn mahadasa 
after his birth based on above calculation was just 5 years 6 
months and 25.2 days and when added to Ketu mahadasha’s 8 
years 1 month and 24 days (= 8.15 as per Table-1). We now 
need to find, during which antardasa Bharatha was under 
during his wedding. Calculations are shown in below Table-3. 

Table 3: Antardasas and their tenures in Ketu mahadasa for Bharatha (as Saturn mahadasa ended at Bharatha’s 5 years 6 months 25.2 days of 
age) 

Planetary antardasa sequence 
in Ketu mahadasa 

Antardasa periods calculation 
during Ketu mahadasa 

(ke = 8.15 years [Table-2]) 

Planetary antardasas tenures in 
Ketu mahadasa 

(in years) 

Planetary antardasas tenures in 
Ketu mahadasa 

(in days) 
Ketu in Ketu (ke * 8.15) / 120 0.553520833333333 199.2675 

Venus in Ketu (ke * 23.30) / 120 1.582458333333333 569.6850 
Sun in Ketu (ke * 7) / 120 0.475416666666667 171.1500 

Moon in Ketu (ke * 11.65) / 120 0.791229166666667 284.8425 
Mars in Ketu (ke * 8.15) / 120 0.553520833333333 199.2675 
Rahu in Ketu (ke * 20.97) / 120 1.424212500000000 512.7165 

Jupiter in Ketu (ke * 18.64) / 120 1.265966666666667 455.7480 
Saturn in Ketu (ke * 22.14) / 120 1.503675000000000 541.3230 

With reference to Table-3, when the antardasa of Rahu was 
completed in Ketu mahadasa, the total time period was 
1936.929 days = 5 years 4 months and 17 days. When we add 
this to already completed Saturn mahadasa 5 years 6 months 
and 25.2 days, we get to know that Bharatha was 11 years 1 
months 12.2 days old. Since Bharata’s wedding with Mandavi 
Devi took place along with Lord Sri Rama’s and Sita Devi’s 
wedding on the same day, we consider Bharatha’s age at this 

event to be between 11 years 11 months to 12 years 0 months 
and 4 days [20]. As we understand, after Rahu’s antardasa, 
Jupiter antardasa starts and lasts for about 455.7480 days 
(Table-3), during this period Bharatha must have got wedded. 
We need to further find out in which pratyantardasa of 
Jupiter’s antardasa in Ketu’s mahadasa did Bharatha got 
wedded, see Table-4 for calculations. 

Table 4: Pratyantardasa in Jupiter antardasa calculations based on Table-3 

Planetary pratyantardasa sequence in 
Jupiter’s antardasa 

Pratyantardasa periods calculation during 
Jupiter’s antardasa 

(ju = 1.265966666666667 years [Table-3]) 

Planetary pratyantardasa tenures in Jupiter’s 
antardasa in Ketu mahadasa 

(in days) 
Jupiter pratyantardasa in Jupiter antardasa (ju * 18.64 * 360) / 120 70.792856000000019 

With reference to Table-4, Bharatha’s wedding took place 
during his Jupiter’s pratyantardasa in Jupiter’s antardasa in 
Ketu’s mahadasa as he would fall into the age bracket of 11 
years 11 months to 12 years 0 months and 4 days, same as 
Lord Sri Rama [20].  
Now, we need to find out mahadasa, antardasa, pratyantardasa 
and sookshmantardasa Bharatha was under when his father 
King Dasaratha thought of coronating Lord Sri Rama as price 
of Ayodhya.  
From Akkinapragada et al [23], we know that, Lord Sri Rama’s 
age was 24 years 0 months and 25 days (= 8663.742 days) 
when King Dasaratha first thought of coronating Lord Sri 
Rama as prince of Ayodhya.  

As Mercury [14, 15] was not in existence during Ramayana time 
period, the next mahadasa for Bharatha after Saturn mahadasa 
(5 years 6 months 25 days from birth) will be Ketu mahadasa.  
If we add Ketu mahadasha’s tenure 8.15 years = 8 years 1 
month and 24 days (refer Table-2) to elapsed Saturn 
mahadasa 5 years 6 months 25 days, it becomes 13 years 8 
months 19 days. As next mahadasa after Ketu will be Venus 
for about 23.30 years (refer Table-2), Bharatha must have 
received transfer of power from Dasaratha during this 
mahadasa. From Table-5,  
We need to further find out Bharatha was under which 
antardasa, pratyantardasa and sookshmantardasa. Calculations 
are given below in Table-2, Table-3 and Table-4. 
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Table 5: Antardasas and their tenures in Venus mahadasa for Bharatha 

 

Planetary antardasa 
sequence in Venus 

mahadasa 

Antardasa periods 
calculation during Venus 

mahadasa 
(ve = 23.30 years [Table-

2]) 

Planetary antardasas 
tenures in Venus mahadasa 

(in years) 

Bharatha’s age at beginning 
of each antardasa of Venus 

mahadasa 

Bharatha’s age at completion 
of each antardasa of Venus 

mahadasa 

Venus in Venus (ve * 23.30) / 120 4.524083333333333 13 years 8 months 20 days 18 years 2 months 27 days 
Sun in Venus (ve * 7) / 120 1.359166666666667 18 years 2 months 28 days 19 years 7 months 6 days 

Moon in Venus (ve * 11.65) / 120 2.262041666666667 19 years 7 months 7 days 21 years 10 months 10 days 
Mars in Venus (ve * 8.15) / 120 1.582458333333333 21 years 10 months 11 days 23 years 5 months 9 days 
Rahu in Venus (ve * 20.97) / 120 4.071675000000000 23 years 5 months 10 days 27 years 6 months 4 days 
Jupiter in Venus (ve * 18.64) / 120 3.619266666666667 27 years 6 months 5 days 31 years 3 months 17 days 
Saturn in Venus (ve * 22.14) / 120 4.298850000000000 31 years 3 months 18 days 35 years 7 months 4 days 
Ketu in Venus (ve * 8.15) / 120 1.582458333333333 35 years 7 months 5 days 37 years 4 months 3 days 

 
With reference to Table-5, Bharatha was undergoing Rahu 
antardasa in Venus mahadasa when King Dasaratha thought 
of coronating Lord Sri Rama. Since we know that Bharata 
took charge of Ayodhya after Visiting Lord Sri Rama in the 
forest (Valmiki Ramayana [28], Bala Kanda, Sargas 112, 113), 

Bharatha’s age was 24 years 1 month 24 days, it falls under 
Mars’s sookshmantardasa’s in Rahu’s pratyantardasa in 
Rahu’s antardasa in Venus mahadasa (Table-6, Table-7, 
Table-8). 

 
Table 6: Rahu’s pratyantardasa in Rahu’s antardasa in Venus’s mahadasa for Bharatha 

 

Planetary pratyantaradasa in Rahu 
antardasa in Venus mahadasa 

Pratyantaradasa periods calculation during Rahu’s 
antardasa (ra = 4.071675 years [Table-5]) 

Planetary pratyantaradasa tenures of 
Rahu-Venus-Venus (in days) 

Rahu in Rahu (ra * 20.97) / 120 256.14907425 
Jupiter in Rahu (ra * 18.64) / 120 227.68806600 
Saturn in Rahu (ra * 22.14) / 120 270.44065350 
Ketu in Rahu (ra * 8.15) / 120 99.552453750 

Venus in Rahu (ra * 23.30) / 120 284.61008250 
Sun in Rahu (ra * 7) / 120 85.505175000 

Moon in Rahu (ra * 11.65) / 120 142.30504125 
Mars in Rahu (ra * 8.15) / 120 99.552453750 

 
Table 7: Bharatha’s Rahu’s sookshmantardasa in Rahu’s pratyantardasa in Rahu’s antardasa in Venus mahadasa 

 

Planets sookshmantardasa periods in 
Rahu’s pratyantardasa in Venus’s 

antardasa in Venus mahadasa 

Pratyantaradasa periods 
calculation during Rahu’s 

sookshmantar 
(ra = 256.14907425 days) 
(See Table-6 for Rahu’s 

tenure) 

Planets sookshmantardasa tenures in 
Rahu’s pratyantardasa in Venus’s 

antardasa in Venus mahadasa 
(in days) 

Bharatha’s age at in each 
antardasa of Venus 

(At the beginning of Rahu 
antardasa in Venus mahadasa, 
his age was 23 years 5 months 

9 days) 
Rahu in Rahu (ra * 20.97) / 120 44.7620507251875 23 years 6 months 24 days 

Jupiter in Rahu (ra * 18.64) / 120 39.7884895335000 23 years 8 months 4 days 
Saturn in Rahu (ra * 22.14) / 120 47.2595041991250 23 years 9 months 21 days 
Ketu in Rahu (ra * 8.15) / 120 17.3967912928125 23 years 10 months 8 days 

Venus in Rahu (ra * 23.30) / 120 49.7356119168750 23 years 11 months 28 days 
Sun in Rahu (ra * 7) / 120 14.9420293312500 24 years 0 months 12 days 

Moon in Rahu (ra * 11.65) / 120 24.8678059584375 24 years 1 month 7 days 
Mars in Rahu (ra * 8.15) / 120 17.3967912928125 24 years 1 month 24 days 

 
In Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 59 “Effects of the 
Kalachakra Dasa” on Page 595, the following sloka 4 is given 
(see Fig-6): 
 

 
 

Fig 6: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 59, Page 595, Sloka 
4 

 
The meaning of sloka in Fig-6 are as follows: “In the Dasa of 
the rasi owned or occupied by Venus, there will be acquisition 
of learning, marriage, and gain of wealth”.  
In Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 59 “Effects of the 
Antardasa of Jupiter in the Dasa of Ketu” on Page 725, the 
following slokas 51-54 is given (see Fig-7): 

 
 

Fig 7: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 59, Page 725, Slokas 
51-54 
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The meaning of sloka in Fig-7 are as follows: “Effects like 
increase in wealth and grains, beneficence of the king, 
enthusiasm, gain of conveyances etc. celebration like birth of 
a son at home, performance of pious deeds, yajnas, conquest 
of the enemy and enjoyments will be derived in the Antardasa 
of Jupiter in the Dasa of Ketu, if Jupiter be in his sign of 
exaltation, in his own sign or be associated with the lord of 
the Ascendant, the 9th or the 10th in a kendra or trikona from 
the Ascendant”. 
In Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 60 “Effects of the 
Antardasa of Rahu in the Dasa of Venus” on Page 737, the 
following slokas 36-37a is given (see Fig-8): 
 

 
 

Fig 8: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 60, Page 737, Slokas 
36-37a 

 
The meaning of sloka in Fig-8 are as follows: “There will be 
inauspicious effects on self and parents and antagonism with 
people, if Rahu be associated with a malefic in the 8th or the 
l2th from the lord of the Dasa (Venus). Physical distress will 
be caused if Rahu be the lord of the 2nd or the 7th from the 
Ascendant”. 
In Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 61 “Effects of 
Pratyantar Dasas in the Antardasa of Rahu” on Page 753, the 
following sloka 29 is given (see Fig-9): 

 
 

Fig 9: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 61, Page 753, Sloka 
29 

 
The meaning of sloka in Fig-9 is as follows: “Rahu-Rahu: 
Imprisonment, disease, danger of injuries from weapons”. 
In Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 62 “Effects in the 
Sookshma Dasas in the Pratyantardasa of Rahu” on Page 776, 
the following sloka 37 is given (see Fig-10): 
 

 
 

Fig 10: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [29], Chapter 62, Page 776, Sloka 
37 

 
The meaning of sloka in Fig-10 is as follows: “Fleeing after 
defeat, anger, imprisonment, indulgence in thefts and 
stealing”. 
In Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [27], Chapter 18 “Effects of the 
Seventh House” on Page 161, the following sloka 4 is given 
(see Fig-11): 
 

 
 

Fig 11: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra [27], Chapter 18, Page 161, Sloka 
4 
 

The meaning of sloka in Fig-11 is as follows: “Should the 7th 
be endowed with strength and be conjunct or be aspected by a 
benefic, the native will be wealthy, honourable, happy and 
fortunate”. 

Results and Discussions 
 

Table 8: Effects of mahadasa, antardasa, pratyantara and sookshmantardasa’s on Bharatha and those compared with his life events from Sage 
Valmiki’s Ramayana 

 

Brihat Parashara Hora Shastra Bharatha’s life events as per Valmiki Ramayana [28] 

• As per Fig-6 (Effects of the Kalachakra Dasa) – In the Dasa of the 
rasi owned or occupied by Venus, there will be acquisition of 
learning, marriage, and gain of wealth. 

• As per Fig-7 (Effects of the Antardasa of Jupiter in the Dasa of 
Ketu) – Effects like increase in wealth and grains, beneficence of the 
king, enthusiasm, gain of conveyances etc. celebration like birth of a 
son at home, performance of pious deeds, yajnas, conquest of the 
enemy and enjoyments will be derived in the Antardasa of Jupiter in 
the Dasa of Ketu, if Jupiter be in his sign of exaltation, in his own 
sign or be associated with the lord of the Ascendant, the 9th or the 
10th in a kendra or trikona from the Ascendant. 

• As per Fig-8 (Effects of the Antardasa of Rahu in the Dasa of 
Venus) – Physical distress will be caused if Rahu be the lord of the 
2nd or the 7th from the Ascendant. 

• As per Fig-9 (Effects of Pratyantar Dasas in the Antardasa of Rahu) 
– Rahu pratyantardasa in Rahu’s antardasa: Imprisonment, disease, 
danger of injuries from weapons. 

• As per Fig-10 (Effects in the Sookshma Dasas in the Pratyantardasa 
of Rahu) – Mars’s sookshmantardasa in Rahu’s pratyantardasa: 
Fleeing after defeat, anger, imprisonment, indulgence in thefts and 
stealing. 

• As per Fig-11 (Effects of the Seventh House) – Should the 7th be 
endowed with strength and be conjunct or be aspected by a benefic, 
the native will be wealthy, honourable, happy and fortunate. 

• Fig-6’s applicability for Bharatha: As per Bharatha’s birth chart 
(Fig-2), Pisces, is occupied by Venus and lord of Pisces is 
Jupiter. With reference Table-3 and Table-4, it was within 
Jupiter’s pratyantardasa in Jupiter antardasa of Ketu mahadasa, 
Bharatha’s wedding had taken place. 

• Fig-7’s applicability for Bharatha: Bharatha was under antardasa 
of Jupiter in the mahadasa of Ketu during his wedding time, refer 
to Table-3. Therefore all good effects mentioned in Fig-7 are 
applicable. 

• Fig-8’s applicability for Bharatha: Bharatha was under antardasa 
of Rahu in the mahadasa of Venus when his father, King 
Dasaratha died and during the process of transfer of power to 
him, refer to Table-5. So he underwent all the physical as well as 
mental distress during this process of transfer of power. 

• Fig-9’s and Fig-10’s applicability for Bharatha: Bharatha was 
under pratyantardasa of Rahu in the antardasa of Rahu in Venus 
mahadasa when his father, King Dasaratha died and during the 
process of transfer of power to him, refer to Table-6. Rahu 
pratyantardasa in Rahu antardasa of Venus mahadasa lasted from 
his age of 23 years 5 months 10 days to 24 years 1 month 25 
days. The events such as Lord Sri Rama’s exile, King 
Dasaratha’s death, and he assuming the charge of Ayodhya took 
place around his age of 24 years 1 month and 25 days. During 
this time, Bharatha set up his office on the outskirts of Ayodhya 
by imprisoning himself to a hermitage by being away from all the 
luxuries and comforts. Therefore, the main results like 
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imprisonment, defeat (lost to Lord Sri Rama’s argument and had 
to agree to rule Ayodhya on his behalf), anger (Bharatha got 
angry on his mother and father to sending Lord Sri Rama to 
exile) etc mentioned Fig-9 and Fig-10 are found to be true. 

• Fig-11’s applicability for Bharatha: As per Bharatha’s birth chart, 
Fig-2, since 7th lord Sun is exalted but is aspected by malefic 
planets like Mars and Saturn, Bharatha acquired the lordship of 
Ayodhya (thus gaining wealth, honour and happiness as he got 
promise from Lord Sri Rama that he’d return back to Ayodhya 
after end of exile period), but had to enter into the partnership 
with Lord Sri Rama (his sandals installed on the throne – ref 
Valmiki Ramayana [28], Ayodhya Kanda, Sargas 112, 115). 

 
Conclusion 
• Based on Sage Valmiki Ramayana’s description about 

Bharatha’s birth (Fig-1), we calculated the precise 
degrees of lagna, which is 7.240 and precise time of birth 
was between 5:33 am - 5:34 am. This shall be further 
asserted in our future research work. 

• Our estimations and calculations about Bharatha’s birth 
chart, astro transit chart at the time of his wedding and all 
the effects of mahadasas, antardasas, and pratyantardasas 
based on Brihat Parashara Hora Shastra’s descriptions 
were aptly matching with the life events mentioned by 
Sage Valmiki in his Ramayana. 

• Our estimations and calculations about Bharatha’s astro 
transit chart at the time of transfer of power to rule 
Ayodhya and all the effects of mahadasas, antardasas, 
pratyantardasas and sookshmantardasa based on Brihat 
Parashara Hora Shastra’s descriptions were aptly 
matching with the life events mentioned by Sage Valmiki 
in his Ramayana. 
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